
Big Picture Question 3

What education is needed within the community in order for us to achieve the goals in the 

 Denver Green Code?

Big Picture Question 2

What would incentivize project teams to pursue the Denver Green Code?

How do we engage the community in the Denver Green Code so that everyone is aware of

upcoming mandatory measures?

Big Picture Question 1

Should the Denver Green Code adjust to consider flexibility or simplification?

Denver Green Code (Non-Energy) Working Group Grupo de trabajo del Código Verde de Denver (no relacionados con la energía)

Instructions

Double left click to create a sticky note. 

Only place sticky notes in "code concepts added during working group"

column. 

To pan, left click while dragging mouse. 

To move a note, left click note while dragging mouse. 

Do not delete or modify other sticky notes. 

Zoom in and out by scrolling on the mouse

Instrucciones

Haga doble clic izquierdo para crear una nota adhesiva.

Solo coloque notas adhesivas en la columna "conceptos de código

agregados durante el grupo de trabajo".

Para desplazarse, haga clic con el botón izquierdo mientras arrastra el

mouse.

Para mover una nota, haga clic con el botón izquierdo en la nota mientras

arrastra el mouse.

No elimine ni modifique otras notas adhesivas.

Acercar y alejar desplazándose con el mouse.

100%

75%

50%

<25%
Unnamed

...for all, but

It seems Native

Landscapes and

Biodiversity

support speak to

promoting

pollinator habitats

Categories Chart

Density

Bonuses,

shorter

permiting time,

reduced

permiting fees

Yes.  Would be great to

see different paths for

different types of

projects.  I'm a big

advocate of adaptive re-

use, and would be great

for there to be a context

specifically for that

work.   

Integrate more

green building

certification

options. WELL,

SITES, LBC.

Strive to do both by

starting with the

outcome and provide

options both

prescriptive and design

based to accomplish

outcome. know this is

harder.

Flexibility -

second the

options for

certification

paths. 

The various ILFI

certifications should

all be options (Living

Building Challenge,

CORE, Net Zero,

Zero Carbon)

I think simplicity is a

good goal. These

things tend to

become more

complex over time,

so simplicity as a

goal is a good idea

Flexibility -

every project

has its own

unique set of

circumstances

-Jenny

I agree with

integrating more

certification options

using the existing

government backed

programs.  

Given what was just said

about this being about

more than just

environmental

sustainability, how can we

incorporate  social benefits

as well?  What about

incentives or benefits for

non-profit developers/

owners?

Have options for

projects that are code

busters. Projects

shouldn't be

disincentivized from

designing and building

beyond code or outside

of the code. 

JR: I don't think third party

certifications necessarily get to

what we need as a community.

I feel like we should target

specific outcomes (e.g. green

infrastructure, embodied

carbon, adaptive reuse, use of

EVs, etc.). That's assuming we

are on a path to NZE in the

regular code.

Offer or even make a

Performance Based Green Code

Compliance the "preferred"

option as opposed to

Prescriptive. There are still far

too many buildings being built

without energy models

New builds should start

with a simple code basis to

start with the

understanding that it will

grow and become more

robust.

Existing buildings need to

be treated with flexibility

Using LEED platinum as

a compliance path is an

interesting option, but

how does that work

when certification may

not be complete until

long after construction is

complete?

Engagement:

Free Training

Look at opportunities to

provide incentives to

bonus up on FAR,

height, reduce parking,

etc. Potentially review in

coordination with the

city's attainable housing

goals as incentives.

More

elective

provisions?

Tax breaks

Eliminate the ability

for projects to buy

their way out of real

long term energy

solutions with REC's

and carbon offsets.

Is the DGC

advertised well?

And Could there 

be a sites

certification as

well?  Outside of

just buildlings. 

Include additional

methods for compliance

outside of building

certification options

(LEED) so projects have

additional paths for GBC

compliance.

- John Rosol

Any type of

financial

incentives

Flexibility and

choices are

important - the

more paths to

compliance, the

better.with the quick adoption

of codes every three

years, I don't know if

simplicity is possible, but

perhaps focused support

/ advisors on how teams

can comply with

advancing codes

Flexibility will be key

when it comes to

reviewing project

specific goals/

constraints. Trying to

find a "one size fits all"

solution may be a

heavy lift. 

Prioritize projects

with multiple

benefits, with a

focus on GHG

emission

reduction

I guess I'm skeptical

that shorter permitting

times are really going to

happen, especially

given how many other

agencies not under

CPD's control are

involved.

I think both are viable,

but flexibility should

not mean to flex out of

standards...we need

compliance, so simle

compliance is better

than none 

Incentives could

take place after

certification to

make teams

more

accountable

requirements over

electives...we need an

educational component so

people care about what

their home is doing from

an energy standpoint, and

hopefully get consumers to

demand green energy. 

Story telling

highlighting

great projects

Dedicated staff at the City to

work with Development teams

on compliance pathways.

Density Bonuses always help

too!

Refund based on designs

elements implemented

associated to the desired

outcomes. keeping funds

back in escrow or

earmarked fund instills a

sense of loss of the funds

and project managers will

likely be more motivated. to

accomplish the goals.

Registration and

certification fee

reimbursement

for LEED/Etc.

Challenge

grants and

recognition

Marketability?

 - Daniel

JR: Density bonus.

Reduced permitting

time/fees. Negotiated

discounts on things

like EV charging?

Incentive: Connect

city multi-modal

transit options to

development. Bike

and pedestrian

paths, train and bus

stops. 

Introduce code

compliance options

that are easy to install

or modify after

completion of building

construction.

-John Rosol

increase limit to more

than $50,000. 

Considering LEED

fees, Consultant and

documentation fees

this is really small
good old fashioned

advertising can go a

long way... just a

few billboards about

DGC and why... 

Awards

Sustainability

conference to

promote and

award projects

art insatllations

within

communities

that also

advertise the

code

Reimbursement for a

portion of sustainability

consulting fees (i.e. how

Xcel operates the EDA

program - covering a

portion of energy

modeling services)

Help the program

drive value with

the public through

awareness and

understanding.

Providing costs

benefit analysis

to show

affordability

pilot house? let's

build one above

code standard and

at an affordable

rate to show what

is possible! 

Can we partner with Xcel to

make green code projects

pilot projects for battery

storage, V2G, etc.?

-Joshua

Scott. R. - It is important

to differentiate between

incentives for

Residential/ Commercial/

Affordable Etc.
Training and

support for

interested

builders and

developers.

Show and

advertise

market rates for

green versus

non-green

Need for case studies

highlighting both the

green code and how

the project

accomplished /

overcame issues and

provided a 

community value.

HPCP

incentives

as a model

In California the Building

Decarbonization Coalition has been

very successful because they did a

huge media push on what it meant,

held trainings for contractors (e.g on

heat pumps) and got endorsements

from celebrity chefs (and held road

shows) re induction cooking etc.

There needs to be external outreach

beyond the building industry.

-R. Bannon Godfrey

On the flip side of

incentives - Highlight

risk of future carbon

taxes on buildings ;

which could then pay

for these incentives

Provide TA to guide

developers through

the process

State HPCP - High Performance

Certification Program - Grants

https://cdola.colorado.gov/community-

development-planning/high-

performance-certification-program

FWIW, thinking about why we didn't

pursue on our latest big project, the

Evans School, we didn't really

anticipate any benefit to expedited

permitting because of the other

processes we were subject to,

including LPC and historic tax credits.

In addition, our review left us thinking

the code was really not designed for

adaptive reuse and so we didn't want

to try to shoehorn our project into a

code that wasn't really designed for

what we were doing.

-Fred G

^ This - more

media to spread

awareness

outside of the

industry

Reading the Denver Green

Code or even the IGCC

doesn't give you any idea of

what may become

mandatory.  There should be

some training and

information as to what will

become mandatory now

rather than later.

-Karen M

Since being able to understand

the code itself seems to be an

issue for some people, education

on how to read governmental

language would be useful. 

Simplification of the code

language, even in just an

introductory sense, may also be a

good way to motivate people to

start the process by making it less

daunting.

- John Rosol

Can we partner with

Xcel to make green

code projects pilot

projects for battery

storage, V2G, etc.?

-Josh R

Can there be an

incentive to

involve the city

early on in the

project?

let's make permit fees

much higher for

buildings that are less

compliant, and DGC

buildings become the

cheaper route to

permits and build-out

LOTS, not many folks know

about the green code at

all... lots of outreach and

education is needed, proof

of concept, show how

much a home costs to

energize over the life of a

mortgage vs a gree

building 

+1 Rachel's

comment. Lots of

work needed with

contractors and the

general public. Not

really green code

specific tho.

How do we push

projects to involve

energy consultants

early on if the design

criteria doesn't require

their expertise?

-Daniel K.

Public

pressure to

participate

we need smaller scale

buildings, hit the larger

2,000sf + homes with

requirements and force

the market to build smaller

and more sustainable, also

becoming affordable...or at

least attainable 

Buildings that are not all

electric by 2030..... have

what repercussion?

Creating a push on existing

buildings at the same time

for developers building

today to understand future

consequences

Partner with

Xcel and Denver

Water to

educate and

incentivize

development

Community partnerships and

communication campaign –

all hands on deck approach

to create demand for net

zero development

I'm finding that most people

think the Green Code is an

energy code but in reality that

is a very small part of the code.

I think there needs to be

outreach that truly breaks

down the code in easy to

understand terminology for the

community as a whole.

-Karen M

https://autocase.com/

is a company that puts

a financial price on

societal, environmental

and financial impacts

of design decisions

-Jeremy A

Has Denver adopted a Social Cost of Carbon, such as the rate recently adopted by the White House?

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/

TechnicalSupportDocument_SocialCostofCarbonMethaneNitrousOxide.pdf

-Charlotte R

How much will it cost and who will pay for it

is an important conversation, but we can't

privatize profit and make the debt public.

Not only financial debt, but environmental

and social debt. https://medium.com/

oneearth/1-5-trillion-for-1-5-c-a-back-of-the-

envelope-budget-to-save-the-planet-

36a286221a0f

-Adam M

Green Building

Fee for projects -

similar to

affordable

housing fee

-Eric B

How to incentivize? 

From higher permitting fees on

non DGC projects -Lauren M

Large marketing

campaign such

as 811, or the Be

A Smart Ash for

EAB

If we educate the public, we

can approach the public

about a bond to fund

incentives. Perhaps a part of

a gas tax can fund

incentives and education.

The elephant in the room is

that a lot of Coloradan's

don't want to pay taxes for

anything. 

A good example of a past effort like

this is the Governors Energy Office

High Performance Building Program,

from 2009-2012.  A few design firms

worked together to provide that

service and took the training

program around the state.  We also

consulted on many state funded

projects.  The 40+ projects we

worked on will save CO taxpayers

more than $70M in utility reductions. 

That approach could be adapted for

Denver today.

Focus on what

the community

gets why this

building/project is

better th and not

"the code" 

Can utility-cost

payback on

decreased water

and energy usage

be factored in

somehow?

-Daniel K

Agree with

the Rachel

But some initiatives

like vegetative roofs

are very expensive.

There need to be

more choices, more

options for achieving

sustainability

-Mike R

What are opportunities

to use the Climate

Protection Fund (ballot

initiative 2A) to support/

incentive net zero

development?

-Anne Miller

It was mentioned last week

that GBO and DGC can be

confused for each other by the

community. Educating,

marketing and even code-

writing and plan-review may

require simplification and

consolidation of these

programs.

-Daniel K

There are methodologies

on how to calculate an NPV

on environmental and

social benefits. See link

above. The methodology is

something to dissect, but

there is a methodology.

-Jeremy A

It was mentioned last week that

GBO and DGC can be confused

for each other by the community.

Educating, marketing and even

code-writing and plan-review

may require simplification and

consolidation of these programs.

Not to mention 'Energize Denver'

and IECC

-Daniel K

What about a hybrid approach -

mandatory for existing buildings and

new construction, but additional

financial incentives for existing

buildings to help prioritize upgrading

our building stock before building

new.

- R Bannon Godfrey

Coordination with surrounding

cities, State, and utilities to

create similar Green standards. 

Pooled resources could help

create training, education

materials, and public outreach to

create a market in the Metro

area.  Focused Denver Green

Code staff to assist public in

understanding Denver Green

Code.  

Use our Denver

Neighborhood

Association

network to

educate and

market. 

Consumer Based

Social Marketing

may be option

for shifting social

behaviors

Change happens at three

scales: choices of individual

actors (residents,

developers, etc.); peer

networks and relationships

between actors; and

structures / systems

(regulations, incentives, etc.)

-Josie P

I think Daniel raises a good

point.  How are all of these

programs clearly understood

by the general public and how

do they intersect?  Maybe there

needs to be one overarching

brand that the various

programs/codes fall under.

-Jill JG

If the public believes that

they will be able to influence

expenditure of resources

and outcomes, they show

up.  But broad public

education campaigns are

not well suited for making

complex changes.

-Josie P A lot of this conversation is about

residential. Commercial tenants ARE

looking for sustainable workplaces that

support their corporate sustainability

goals and carbon emission goals.

We should also talk about job creation,

that is a driving factor of the Biden

Admin in the context of climate action.

Can we create job training /transition

opportunities that would help alleviate

the costs of development.

-R BannonGodfrey

Maybe a portion of

incentive dollars go

toward consultant

fees rather than hiring

similar expertise

within Denver.

-Daniel K

<-- @Daniel, that's usually how

the HPCP program works.

Projects that get these incentive

funds have to go through a

certification process and they

quickly realize that need help. As

Rachel said, job creation is also a

component of building. You can't

build a building by yourself.

Adam M

How do you feel the 2019 DGC represents the

vision you want for Denver?

I think <100% just

reflects the

changing dynamics

and needs, not that

the green code

does a bad job.

I put 75%. That’s because

between the actual code and the

GBO, we were driving best

practices. The Green Code was a

way to try out a few stretch ideas

and therefore I thought, did its job.

I think the incentives for the Green

Code could be better, and more

specifics around sub-goals like

electrification and embodied

carbon.

There needs to

be more health

and wellness

codes

Agree health and

wellness needs more

focus (plus this helps

with the why/purpose

and helps with

adoption) and add

Water to the mix

Need more

direction for

landscape,

water use, and

green meaning

vegetation

Wildlife should

also be

considered, many

cities have

adopted 'Bird

Friendly' design

requirements

I put in the 50's because

we don't have enough

input from the community

of how they would like

their communities to look. 

Not enough emphasis on

equity.

Introduction DGC Question

 

Are there incentives within LEED

or other for indoor green spaces?

Could we "encourage" indoor

greenhouses/spaces for garening

or green spaces that are sustained

by the building itself?  Use grey

water to irrigate, use the building

to heat or cool? Could the space

be used to the benefit of the

building, air and water filtration,

composting, etc? Thinking self-

sustaining building
Are there incentives within LEED

or other for indoor green spaces?

Could we "encourage" indoor

greenhouses/spaces for garening

or green spaces that are

sustained by the building itself?

Use grey water to irrigate, use the

building to heat or cool? Could the

space be used to the benefit of

the building, air and water

filtration, composting, etc?

Thinking self-sustaining building

Self

sustaingin

buildings or

landscapes,

etc

Self sustaining

buildings or

landscapes/green

spaces.  Projects

designed to use

waste generated

DGC Category 13 - Air Quality Restoration (Restauración de la calidad del aire)

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo) 

Big Picture Question #5

Are there other topics that we should consider and prioritize?

Big Picture Question #4

What is the potential of Denver as a community? What is required to bring Denver to a positive

outcome in the longer future?

Big Picture Question #3

What are the most impactful changes that could mitigate these risks?

Big Picture Question #2

What about Denver's long-term risks? 

DGC Ch 1 Scope & Administration (Alcance y administración)

City-Staff Code Concepts

Conceptos del código del

personal de la ciudad 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo) 

DGC Category 14 - Adaptation and Resiliency (Adaptación y resiliencia)

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo) 

DGC Ch 10 - Construction and Plans for Operation (Construcción y planes de operación)

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo) 

DGC Ch 9 - Materials and Resources (Materiales y recursos)

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo)

DGC Ch 8 - Indoor Environmental Quality (Calidad ambiental interior)

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo) 

DGC Category 20 - Education (Educación)

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo)

DGC Category 19 - Regional Leadership (Liderazgo regional)

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo)

DGC Category 18 - Beauty (Belleza)

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo)

DGC Category 17 - Affordability (Asequibilidad)

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo)

DGC Category 16 - Community Resident Health (Salud para residentes de la comunidad)

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo) 

DGC Category 21 - Outside and Separate from Code (Fuera y separado del código)

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo) 

DGC Concepts that affect all Chapters (Conceptos que afectan a todos los capítulos)

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo) 

DGC Category 20 - Education (Educación)

City-Staff Code Concepts 
(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo) 

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo) 

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo) 

DGC Ch 6 - Water Use Efficiency (Eficiencia en el uso del agua)

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo)

DGC Ch 5 - Site Sustainability (Sostenibilidad del sitio)

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo) 

DGC Category 15 - District Measures for Building Successes (Medidas del distrito para construir éxitos) 

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo) 

Street Tree 
Requirements to

water and maintain;

include signage

"Failure to water

trees is a code

violation" 

Mandatory Minimum

Provisions Across Chapters:

Promotes thorough code

review, prepares market for

future code by requiring an

easily achievable / low

minimum number of

provisions from each chapter

or simply from the entire code

overall. 

Create site threshold for edible

landscaping including in ground,

container gardens, vertical farm

methods, greenhouses and

hydroponic systems. Alternate

compliance to purchase

proportionate CSA credits. Ties

to Ch 10 

Water use

efficiency

Residential

Buildings:

Watersense

program 

Move From DGC to Mandatory Code:

- 801.3 Mandatory Design to ASHRAE 62.1

- 801.3.7 Mandatory Glare Controls

- 801.4.3 Mandatory Separate Controls for Lighting

for Presentations 

Indoor Environmental

Quality: Low-VOC

materialsSet requirements

for low-volatile organic

compound (VOC) materials.

Precedent in Ft. Collins IRC

2018; opportunity for

regional alignment 

Occupant IEQ Methods

and Awareness: Add

provision to promote air

quality awareness and set

threshold for particulate

matter and filter

maintenance 

Deconstruction Not

Demolition:

deconstruction and

disassembly of buildings.

A precedent is a Portland

code that requires

buildings from 1940 and

prior to be

disassembled. 

Embodied Carbon:

1. Require reporting of Environmental

Product Declarations (EPDs) for all

concrete and steel used in a building

project

2. Create Global Warming Potential

 (GWP) limits for certain sub-

categories of concrete and steel that

prohibit products without EPDs and

the most carbon-intensive products

(such as the 80th percentile of

products available nationally)

Building and

mechanical

equipment

commissioning in

Residential projects:

Adoption of DOE

ZERH program

Promote Locally Sourced Food:

Encourage operations programs to

raise awareness and accessibility to

locally sourced food. Create site

threshold for edible landscaping

including in ground, container

gardens, vertical farm methods,

greenhouses and hydroponic

systems. Alternate compliance to

purchase proportionate CSA

credits. Ties to Ch 5 

Resiliency:

Define requirements

that prioritize

designing to mitigate

most imminent

climate and

community health

threats. 

Embodied Carbon

Requirements: Set GWP

limits for concrete and

steel at a level that

establishes a limit at a

more stringent target 

Passive Solar: Encourage "passive

solar intution". Eg - require that each

SFR lot be considered

independently, so that south facing

corner lots get treated differently

from interior lots; encourage

elements that shade summer sun

from windows but allow in winter

sun; consider how zoning

possibilities might be able to

encourage / optimize these

opportunities, E-W oriented zoning 

Support user friendly architecture -

 usability, adaptive reuse:

Create spaces that are welcoming;

discourage use of benches with

multiple rails or inhospitable

surfaces. Consider community

solutions for temporary housing in

adaptive reuse projects. Adopt

placemaking principles.

Ties to Categories 14 Adaptation

and Resiliency, 16 Community

Resident Health, and 18 Beauty. 

Waste Heat

Recapture:

Proposal to add

provision for

studies to

incorporate

opportunities. 

Operational Waste reduction:

Design operations to encourage

materials choices that divert from

landfills, increase reuse, recycling,

and compost organic matter., and

benchmark operational material

streams to drive occupant

behavior change.

Ties to Ch 9, Ch 10, Cat. 15 District

Measures, and Cat. 16 Community

Resident Health 

Collaboratively Solve Problems +

Measure Potential:

Encourage integrated design from

project inception, and review each

site and project in the context of

Denver as a full community. Could

include Ecodistrict and Placemaking

community engagement principles

and Integrated Project Delivery

methods.

Ties to Categories 15 District Wide

Measures, 16 Community Resident

Health and 19 Regional Leadership 

Balanced Access to Services:

Design to incorporate missing

essential services in

neighborhoods in need.

Consider incentivizing lease

structures committed to

providing whole food options

in food desserts, MOBs in

underserved neighborhoods. 

Offer Tiered

Incentives:

Restructure

incentives

into two tiers 

Remove

Expedited

Reviews from

Incentives 

Applicable Project

Types: Prioritize

highest impact

projects (NC, adaptive

reuse), consider

removing additions

and alterations 

Greywater

reuse in

City

Buildings

High Performance Building

Project Training +

Accreditation: Educate teams

on applying strategies found

in the code, understanding

cost effectiveness and

decision making that leads to

better informed designed

(Ties to Ch1 and Cat 17) 

High Performance Building

Project Training +

Accreditation: Educate teams

on applying strategies found

in the code, understanding

cost effectiveness and

decision making that leads to

better informed designed

(Ties to Ch1 and Cat 17) 

Indoor Air

Quality - user

EPA's Indoor Air

Plus (IAP)

program 

Encourage

use of

structural

mass timber 

Preservation of mature

trees, and/or trees of

species types of

particularly significant

benefit to the Denver

canopy presently 

Ecological Impact Plan:

Evaluate existing site +

Denver ecological

systems, submit

statement. First steps

in 2021, expand in

2024. (see also Ch 5) 

Applicable Project

Types: Prioritize

highest impact

projects (NC,

adaptive reuse),

consider removing

additions and

alterations 

Species Support:

- native plants specifically

understood to support

pollinators - or even

support of bee colonies on

project sites

- support declining native

species

- use of bird safe glazing

in impactful locations 

Tree

preservation in

the primary

street and side

street setbacks 

Landscaping:

- Define landscaping requirements

for one- and two- family projects.

Set minimum street tree

requirements in residential areas to

increase Denver's tree canopy;

beautify streetscapes; support

shade and pervious groundcover

-

Ecological Impact Plan:

Evaluate existing site +

Denver ecological

systems, submit

statement. First steps in

2021, expand in 2024.

(See also Ch 1) 

Limit turfgrass to

only those areas

intended to be

walked on 

Set minimum soil

volumes, widths,

and symmetrical

placement of tree

requirements 

Limit ecologically

harmful treatments of

pesticides, fertilizers,

herbicides. Encourage

organic choices 

Operational Waste reduction:

Design operations to encourage

materials choices that divert from

landfills, increase reuse,

recycling, and compost organic

matter., and benchmark

operational material streams to

drive occupant behavior change.

Ties to Ch 9, Ch 10, Cat. 15 District

Measures, and Cat. 16 Community

Resident Health 

Operational Waste reduction:

Design operations to encourage

materials choices that divert from

landfills, increase reuse,

recycling, and compost organic

matter., and benchmark

operational material streams to

drive occupant behavior change.

Ties to Ch 9, Ch 10, Cat. 15

District Measures, and Cat. 16

Community Resident Health 

Operational Waste reduction:

Design operations to encourage

materials choices that divert from

landfills, increase reuse,

recycling, and compost organic

matter., and benchmark

operational material streams to

drive occupant behavior change.

Ties to Ch 9, Ch 10, Cat. 15

District Measures, and Cat. 16

Community Resident Health 

Resident

engagement +

education

to make

impactful

choices 

Community + market

consistency of message:

community based

marketing approach to

bring provisions into

community vocabulary

and habits 
Holistic community

innovation:

Allow self defined

provision for innovation

credits that serve Denver

as a holistic community

rather than a single site's

needs / considerations 

Collaboratively Solve Problems +

Measure Potential:

Encourage integrated design from

project inception, and review each

site and project in the context of

Denver as a full community. Could

include Ecodistrict and Placemaking

community engagement principles

and Integrated Project Delivery

methods.

Ties to Categories 15 District Wide

Measures, 16 Community Resident

Health and 19 Regional Leadership

Ecological Impact Plan:

Evaluate existing site +

Denver ecological

systems, submit

statement. First steps

in 2021, expand in

2024. (see also Ch 5) 

Balanced Access to Services:

Design to incorporate missing

essential services in

neighborhoods in need.

Consider incentivizing lease

structures committed to

providing whole food options

in food desserts, MOBs in

underserved neighborhoods. 

Resident

engagement +

education

to make

impactful

choices 

High Performance Building

Project Training +

Accreditation: Educate

teams on applying

strategies found in the

code, understanding cost

effectiveness and decision

making that leads to better

informed designed (Ties to

Ch1 and Cat 17) 

DGC Partial

Compliance

as GBO

Option 

Denver Green Awards:

To provide

competition and

engagement, put

together a set of

awards that can be

used to market

projects 

Organize

Chapters based

on Level 1 or 
Level 2, and by

Nonresidential or

Residential 

Clearly define long

term targets for all

categories to

measure progress

over time 

1. Provide clear goals and

objectives

2. Provide incentives to

achieve those objectives

3. Provide choices - allow a

developer or building owner

to achieve the goal via

various options rather than

mandating one solution 

JR: Clear pathway

to long term goals

going forward so

teams can plan

accordingly. 

Incentives, rewards, or

mandates. More control

on private property

when it comes to

preserving existing

green spaces,

corridors, ecosustems

as a whole 

Provide tiered incentives for

applicants.  Allow applicants to

comply with one to two sections

of the Denver Green Code to

gain buy-in instead of requiring

applicants to demonstrate

compliance with all chapters. 

Break out different building

types. use mainstream

programs that are

established. Take energy out

of the DGC and focus on the

other sustainability issues

like water, C&D, sites, IAQ,

etc. Existing buildings re also

a separate issue with unique

issues 

1. Product specific requirements.

2. Utilize more mainstream programs to

meet DGC goals.

3. Help builders crawl, walk then run with

a stairstep approach.

4. Assist in driving market education and

acceptance to help the buying public to

place value on the DGC to help cover the

increased costs of implementation. 

help identify who

should know/

implement items 

Innovation /

green jobs

training for low

income and at

risk

communities 

Foster

innovation

in the RE

industry 

Workforce

development to

support new/

upgrade needs

in buildings 

Business industry

support from

education where

they request

more changes 

Would love to see the city

take a much more holistic

approach and bring ALL

agencies along in the same

conversation.  Now that

DOTI has developed TDM

requirements, can those be

part of a Green Code

compliance path, for

example? 

We also need to see

action on some of the

planning objectives

we've already

approved.  For

example, ADUs should

be allowed throughout

teh city 

open innovation

pathway/city

innovation

If we apply a lens of

environmental justice to

updating / improving the

DGC the priorities will be

very clear, especially in

terms of revitalization

communities that are facing

the highest vulnerabilities. 

Improve cross

pollination across

related issues:

stormwater quality and

landscapes, food

systems and

affordable housing... 

As it relates to food equity,

health and wellness, food

production and green code

requirements, Urban garden

promotion, honeybees need to

be incorporated into the

voluntary code and GBO

requirements.  Simple and easy

solution 

more green

and living

infrastrucutre
Planting

more native

grasses 

Promoting

pollinators as a

voluntary effort

to meet GB

Code and

Ordinance 

PH - continued

investment in

mre and better

open space -

parks, trails, etc. 

Planting tiny

forests on

brownfields

unused small

areas

increasing wild

riparian zones

and wetland

areas to

mitigate storm

events 

Including bird

friendly design

requirments--

espeically if trees

and pollinator

gardens will be

attracting birds

towards buildings 

Add landscaping

regulations for SU-

and TU- zone

districts.  Reduce

impervious

surfaces. 

introduction to the

concept of

embodied carbon

limits as a whole

building or specific

building materials 

More

incentives

for urban

agriculture 

regenerate soils

by developing end

market use of

compost in all

constru tion and

landscaping 

wildlife and

pollinator

connected

corridors 

Identify a

compelling,

centralizing

vision of social

and ecological

health 

Community

Identified Priorities 

Neighborhood and

regional needs

assessment, and

community identified 

Community and

neighborhood  identified

needs and priorities -

required community

involvement process 

Advocacy as a

City to influence

the state to

change water

laws to allow for

more reuse. 

Re-wilding

natural

water

courses 

whole

system

thinking

Nature - City

Model 

Follow California's lead

in putting a huge focus

on electrification, and

ra higher bar for

energy efficicny to

reduce GHGe

associated from our

buildings 

Follow

California's

lead with Cal

Green and

Title 24 

Dedicated staff

with

entitlements /

permitting when

pursuing GC. 

The dividing line between the

buildings and transportation

sectors is being blurred by

EVs, which will be charged in

buildings. Planning for the

energy and demand needs of

EVs in buildings will enable EV

adoption and reduce tailpipe

pollution.

Chuck K 

Improvements

to alternative

transport.

options 

Neighborhood

and Community

benefits plan 

No potable

water for

irrigation 

Support for installing beehives on

building sites (rooftops or on

campus) as an alternative to

vegetated roofs. Vegetated roofs

are expensive and often die over

winter, and have a very small

footprint/impact. Beehives impact a

2-mile radius around the hive, so

provide a much greater impact on

biodiversity than a vegetated roof.

Plus, they are much more cost-

effective. 

Design to

local

reference

habitat 

Native/drought

tolerant

landscaping 

Help create

regulatory

pathways to

achieve LBC

net zero water

Small-scale green stormwater

infrastructure.  And, enable

stormwater infrastructure

which can serve multiple sites.

If I could do stormwater on a

site which might serve a

neighboring site, that could be

a financial incentive. 

No potable

water use for

irrigation 

Walkability. wider

sidewalks, wayfinding,

max % of street facing

garages, etc.. Policies

that make walking a

preference 

^ City of Santa

Monica LBC

project example

& King County as

an example 

set

impervious

limits for the

city!

-Sarah A 

Require

compost,

compost and

more

compost. 

EMBOIDED

CARBON 

Construction

and demolition

waste

management

diversion

targets 

Integration of

public art

soley for

human delight 

Consider resiliency

and changing

climate, Hail damage

- what is appropriate

roof material

-flood mitigation

Jeffrey Hall 

Biophilic

Design

principals 

ALREADY

INCLUDED

ABOVE 

Mandate use of

purple pipe

where projects

have access 

ongoing or

continuous

commissioning 

potential

strategies can

come from

LEED O and

M / Well 

Expand purple

pipe all over

Denver. This

project has

been stalled for

years!

Adopt One

Water

approach 

Allow for legally

harvesting rainwater -

make it accessible for

all projects. Not just

for projects that have

a team of lawyers 

One first step is providing the

resources necessary to build an

ecological landscape that support

biodiversity. What are the

advantageous native plants, how to

source them, alternatives to turf and

non-native species, how to manage

landscapes without toxic pesticides

and synthetic fertilizers, benefits

related to reduced resource use,

health of pollinators and people,

water and air quality.

-Joyce K 

Waterwise landscape ordinance - https://

planningforhazards.com/landscaping-ordinance 

percent water

efficiency

over a

baseline 

consider climate

change - with

potential causes of

larger storms...how

to manager greater

storm water flow 

Prurple pipe combined

with potable for exisitng

developments/parcels,

reuse has negative

impacts to exsting 

landscape 

Outdoor and indoor

air testing. If you

know what the quality

of your outdoor air

quality is you can

account for it in your

IAQ plan. 

Have you talked with the City

of FoCo? They have an

evolving and progressive

green code. They are going

to require 100% WaterSense

Fixtures and sprinkler clocks,

separate drip irrigation for

trees, efficient hot water

distribution design, etc.

-Josie P 

Blackwater

integration

while

considering

safety 

Address

composting

toilets! Santa

Monica LBC

project link:

Open link 

Leak

detection

notification

systems

- Josie Plaut 

sub-metering

for individual

multi-family

units

- Josie Plaut

pre-plumb for

greywater

- Josie Plaut
Average outdoor

water use below 15

gallons per square

foot and/or

maximum turf

requirement

-Josie Plaut 

Net Blue – offsets

water use from

new developments

with retrofits to

existing projectgs

-Josie Plaut 

Appropriate

and efficient

landscapes

for semi-arid

climate

Mandatory concept submittals for all

projects that include an Ecological

Impact Statement that a CCD "Green

Team" or a Project Coordinator

reviews to show/suggest where

green options/impacts for cost

savings can be included.  Show the

benefits without designing for them.

Once the developer sees the areas

for benefit could work with the

individual CCD agency(ies) to make

it happen 

Evaluating sites for

eco impacts first,

providing incentive

for keeping those

areas deemed

ecologically

important 

Are there incentives within LEED

or other for indoor green spaces?

Could we "encourage" indoor

greenhouses/spaces for garening

or green spaces that are sustained

by the building itself?  Use grey

water to irrigate, use the building

to heat or cool? Could the space

be used to the benefit of the

building, air and water filtration,

composting, etc? Thinking self-

sustaining building 

Based on

nbhd need? 

Self sustaining

buildings, landscapes/

green spaces, or

development uses it's

own biproducts/waste

for less contribution to

the public stream 

Low fruit;

adding

appropriate

tree canopy 

Must have internal upper

level mngmt mandate to

make this happen so

there is cooperation

amongst agencies/work

units to overcome the

silos and codes that

work in opposition 

water-wise

landscapes;

appropriate

water regime

vegetation 
Reuse of onsite

deconstruction

materials/debris or

use from other

sites.  Both natural

and man-made 

Support and

design for

the dark

skies

initiative 

Is there a way to develop/

build that would make

upgrading/installing new

tech easier/cheaper?

Understood that we don't

always know what's

coming or the direction it

will take 

Categories 

DGC Category 12 - Outcome Focused Development (Desarrollo centrado en resultados)

City-Staff Code Concepts

(Concepto de código de

personal de la ciudad) 

Public Code

Concepts

(Conceptos de

código público) 

Code Concept Added During Working Group

(Conceptos de código agregados durante el

grupo de trabajo) 

A deconstruction ordinance akin to

Portland or Milwaukee. Structures

intended to be torn down should

required certified deconstruction if

older than 80 years. Effectively,

about half of the 500 or so

demolitions each year would have to

divert as much material as possible

away from the Denver-Arapahoe

Disposal Site. 

Incentivizing multiple certifications along

with stand-alone required initiatives could

be a way to further the City's sustainable

goals.

Discussion on how to include third-party

certifications in the process, not just LEED.

Living Building Challenge is the gold

standard for sustainable building, but it is

not comprehsnsive. WELL and Fitwel are

great to address health and wellness issues.

SITES supports sustainable site

development 

HVAC Filtration

Requirements

Require MERV

13 filtration 

Outcome Focused Development and Benchmarking:

Identify opportunities to tie provisions not to only

design elements, but also built outcomes. Consider

how projects can benchmark performance beyond

energy use post occupancy. Consider how this could

be enforced through reporting or inspections. 

No proposals from City-Staff 

Collaboratively Solve Problems + Measure Potential:

Consider proposal to encourage integrated design

from project inception, and review each site and

project in the context of Denver as a full community.

Could include Ecodistrict and Placemaking community

engagement principles and Integrated Project Delivery

methods.

Ties to Categories 15 District Wide Measures, 16

Community Resident Health and 19 Regional

Leadership 

prioritizing

the most

impacted. 

Big Picture Question #1

What do you think Denver's immediate risks are? 

I'd lik eus to

tackle embodied

carbon in

materials in

future codes 

More site

devle 

Medium to

long term

water

resources. 

Wise water use,

increasing temps,

adding more

non-permeable

surfaces 

one of the biggest risks is

rising property values and

affordability. How do we

balance the need for

sustainability and

affordablity? the recent 

conversation is a good

example of why scraping

and rebuilding is preferred

over reuse 

Electrification

without the RE

development to

decarbonize 

Heat Island

Effect 

Josh R: The green

code suggests

voluntary action. If

the GBO and regular

code is effectively

NZE, do we still need

a GC? 

Rapid

electrification 

Lack of local

food production,

and poor

distribution of

local food 

Shifting uses of

buildings - more

remote, more

hoteling in

offices 

Social equity in

housing

Costs of

construction

Housing

and the

societal 

water

shortages 

Lack of Tree

Canopy in

certain areas 

Air

pollution 

I think the housing shortage

and the barriers to density

present very immediate

risks.  There are societal

risks there, but also it

pushes development out of

the city and into suburban/

rural greenfield sites. 

Water scarcity, lack of

open space, housing

availability/affordability 

Getting distracted by

topics that are related to

the source cause (GHG

emission) vs tackling the

source issue directly

(requiring NZ new and

retrofit buildings) 

water

shortages,

water

quality 

enforcement and

training for those

enforcing

mandatory and

how to win with

voluntary measures 

Dependency

on SOV

Improved

market for PV

and finance

options 

water

resources 

Incentive to

pursue

green code. 

One risk as

Denver expands

is a negative

impact on

biodiversity 

Coordination

with many new

policies and

regulations at

state level. 

Air Quality

from ozone

and forest

fires 

Water,

Landfill

Space, IAQ 

Lack of

affordability

in housing 

Agree - Denver needs to

provide more incentives 

D. Krausz - I think I saw that older buildings

are 26% less energy efficient on average

than new buildings. But I agree that the

path to adaptive re-use should be less

daunting - we're losing affordability and the

'finely-grained' urban environment - both of

which are key to equity. The main driver of

demolishing old in favor of new is over-

entitlement in a strong market. Zoning

allowing for very tall buildings in Golden

Triangle, for example, essentially condemns

the existing buildings there. And the

replacements are block-long buildings

posing social, economic, and environmental

challenges 

Construction costs.

Social equity housing

in housing. Clear

provisions how to

regulate changes to

existing buildings. 

Improve cross

pollination across

related issues:

stormwater quality

and landscapes,

food systems and

affordable housing... 

Too early

movement to

electrification,

leading to

stumbling 

Lack of

confidence in

our public

transportation

system 

Site

development is

not addressed

as much as

buildings 

As Denver grows,

biodiversity can be

negatively impacted 

Agree that

terminology b/t

green code and

green ordinance is

confusing.

Everything needs

to be simplified 

Focus only on

buildings and

not site

developement 

Innovation /

green jobs

training for low

income and at

risk

communities 

I think immediate risks are

childhood asthma and

premature mortality from

air pollution, especially in

low-income

neighborhoods. - Chuck K 

Neighboring

municipalities 

Protection for

urban green

spaces & urban

wildlife 

Complexity:

How do we

simplify to

amplify? 

Focus on

buildings

only 

Denver will also experience

increasingly poor air quality

from Western wildfires

associated with climate

change-caused drought, as

well as associated water

issues. 

Community

engaged,

co-design

process

The complexity of the

code and the lack of

differentiation for

specific building types

is a challenge to

implementation. 

Educating and

incentivizing ($)

Developers.

Developers need to

not only

understand the

why, but the how. 

Establish a coalescing,

compelling narrative

about what we are

trying to realize as a

community - a shared

aim, vision, purpose 

How might we

support

community and

developer

partnership? 

Balancing

prescriptive

language and

innovative

design 

Communication

between City

departments,

community and the

Mayor to be in

action around big

climate goals 

1. Provide clear goals and objectives

2. Provide incentives to achieve those

objectives

3. Provide choices - allow a developer

or building owner to achieve the goal

via various options rather than

mandating one solution 

JR: Clear pathway

to long term goals

going forward so

teams can plan

accordingly. 

As it relates to food equity,

health and wellness, food

production and green code

requirements, Urban garden

promotion, honeybees need to

be incorporated into the

voluntary code and GBO

requirements.  Simple and

easy solution

Incentives, rewards, or

mandates. More control

on private property

when it comes to

preserving existing

green spaces, corridors,

ecosustems as a whole 

Provide tiered incentives for

applicants.  Allow applicants to

comply with one to two sections

of the Denver Green Code to gain

buy-in instead of requiring

applicants to demonstrate

compliance with all chapters. 

Would love to see the city

take a much more holistic

approach and bring ALL

agencies along in the same

conversation.  Now that

DOTI has developed TDM

requirements, can those be

part of a Green Code

compliance path, for

example? 

more green

and living

infrastrucutre 

Break out different building types. use

mainstream programs that are

established. Take energy out of the

DGC and focus on the other

sustainability issues like water, C&D,

sites, IAQ, etc. Existing buildings re

also a separate issue with unique

issues 

Foster

innovation

in the RE

industry 
whole

system

thinking 

Adam M. - Water in general is

a huge issue in a City that

gets 17" of rain annually.

Rainwater harvesting,

graywater and blackwater

need to be built into the code

and become an viable route

to conserving potable and

non-potable water. 
1. Product specific requirements.

2. Utilize more mainstream programs to

meet DGC goals.

3. Help builders crawl, walk then run with a

stairstep approach.

4. Assist in driving market education and

acceptance to help the buying public to

place value on the DGC to help cover the

increased costs of implementation. 

Dedicated staff

with

entitlements /

permitting when

pursuing GC. 

Planting

more native

grasses 

Promoting

pollinators as a

voluntary effort

to meet GB

Code and

Ordinance 

Scott R: Differentiating

incentives for residential

vs.commerical/affordable

housing etc. 

Workforce

development to

support new/

upgrade needs

in buildings 

using heat

from

wastewater

to heat

buildings 

Follow California's lead

in putting a huge focus

on electrification, and

ra higher bar for

energy efficicny to

reduce GHGe

associated from our

buildings 

Nature - City

Model 

The dividing line between the

buildings and transportation

sectors is being blurred by

EVs, which will be charged in

buildings. Planning for the

energy and demand needs of

EVs in buildings will enable EV

adoption and reduce tailpipe

pollution.

Chuck K 

PH - continued

investment in mre

and better open

space - parks,

trails, etc. 

Planting tiny

forests on

brownfields

unused small

areas 

We also need to see

action on some of the

planning objectives

we've already

approved.  For

example, ADUs should

be allowed throughout

teh city 

Business industry

support from

education where

they request

more changes 

increasing wild

riparian zones

and wetland

areas to mitigate

storm events 

Including bird

friendly design

requirments--

espeically if trees

and pollinator

gardens will be

attracting birds

towards buildings 

Add landscaping

regulations for SU-

and TU- zone

districts.  Reduce

impervious

surfaces. 

Advocacy as a

City to influence

the state to

change water

laws to allow for

more reuse. 

introduction to the

concept of

embodied carbon

limits as a whole

building or specific

building materials 

help identify who

should know/

implement items 

Re-wilding

natural

water

courses 

Improvements

to alternative

transport.

options 

Identify

compelling

social and

ecological

narrative 

More

incentives

for urban

agriculture 

Identify a

compelling,

centralizing

vision of social

and ecological

health 

regenerate soils

by developing end

market use of

compost in all

constru tion and

landscaping

open innovation

pathway/city

innovation

If we apply a lens of

environmental justice to

updating / improving the

DGC the priorities will be

very clear, especially in

terms of revitalization

communities that are facing

the highest vulnerabilities. 

Community

Identified Priorities 

Neighborhood and

regional needs

assessment, and

community identified 

Community and

neighborhood  identified

needs and priorities -

required community

involvement process 

Follow

California's

lead with Cal

Green and

Title 24 

Changing current

codes/ordinances

that work in

opposition to

achieving these

goals. 

Repurposing;

materials,

spaces,

natural

elements 

Align green

code with the

City comp

plan goals 

Neighborhood

and Community

benefits plan 

Maintenance of

what's working -

Love This Place

= Maintain these

thisngs 

What are the

keystone

species that

we might

focus on?

wildlife and

pollinator

connected

corridors 

Utilize the seven

capitals framework

and how each

project might lift all

forms of capital 

Big Picture Questions 

Unfamiliar with DGC 
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